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Abstract: This work presents a concise methodology for the calculation of assessment indexes
regarding the coupling between active and reactive power control observed on distribution level
converters. First, the reader is introduced to the concept of power coupling; when, where and how it
appears in power control of converters. A brief summary of the theory and formulation behind it is
also included, together with relevant literature. Then, the methodology for the assessment of active
and reactive power control performance of any grid-connected converter is presented. The impact
of small control disturbances during a testing procedure is monitored, analyzed and converted to
meaningful indexes, so that the type and level of coupling is quantified without putting the converter
or the grid at risk. The efficiency of the methodology to assess the type and level of coupling is
verified experimentally. This is done by assessing several power control approaches with different
level of decoupling efficiency on the same power converter connected to a distribution grid. While the
assessment is performed with safe, minimal disturbances, its exceptional accuracy is later confirmed
by the level and type of coupling observed during significant power step changes.

Keywords: active and reactive power control; power coupling; power distribution lines; power
electronics converters; power generation control; performance evaluation

1. Introduction

Distributed Generation (DG) penetration in distribution networks causes significant technical and
operational issues, besides important energy market changes [1]. The most important issues are the
reduced power quality, low inertia, decreased fault levels and power control instability. They rise from
the fact that “heavy” prime movers and synchronous generators found in most traditional generation
units are replaced with Renewable Energy Sources (RES), or generally DGs, interfaced to the grid with
“light” power electronic converters. In addition, the point of connection of RES to the grid is mainly
at the distribution level, rather than the transmission network. Thus, the direct implementation of
traditional control techniques (active power controlled by frequency and reactive power controlled by
voltage) cannot usually work efficiently due to different feeder properties.

This work focuses on this last issue concerning active (P) and reactive (Q) power control of
DG converters, commonly mentioned in bibliography as P-Q coupling. The problem appears as
simultaneous output P-Q oscillation after abrupt local load changes or changes of P and/or Q output
setting of the DG unit. The oscillations may significantly affect power quality (grid voltage pattern,
frequency, etc.), power allocation among the DGs or even lead to DG unit disconnection under certain
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conditions. P-Q coupling affects both operational stability and economic efficiency of distribution
grids with high penetration of DGs, such as the microgrids [2].

Initially, engineers found the practical solution of adding large inductors between the converter
and the distribution grid, directly reinforcing the weak inductive nature of low voltage networks.
However, this is an expensive solution, which also increases line voltage drop. Therefore, research
now focuses on control methods that would alleviate the effects of P-Q coupling, with minimal or no
additional hardware [3]. The extensive literature about suggested solutions can be roughly divided into
three approaches. The first is based on transformation matrices that adjust the measured output voltage
or power flow components according to the line impedance angle, before they become control inputs
to a traditional controller [4–6]. The second approach introduces a voltage drop through converter
modulation, as if there was an impedance added to the converter output, virtually making the properties
of the distribution grid more inductive [7–9]. The third approach assumes that the distribution grid
where the converter is connected has dominant resistive properties. Thus, sufficient control can
be achieved if the measured output power components are swapped before they become input to
traditional generation control, i.e., P is controlled by voltage and Q is controlled by frequency [10,11].

The effectiveness of the aforementioned approaches to tackle P-Q coupling is demonstrated by
comparison of the improved control performance with traditional generation control or other previous
approaches. However, the comparison is subjective, based on human-eye observations of monitored
P-Q coupling oscillations, usually during sudden load or control set point changes. Little research
has focused on providing some concise method of quantifying the extent and qualitative properties
of coupling, so that different control methods can be compared. In [12,13], the authors created small
signal models that predict root trajectories as P and Q control parameters change. The models did show
a correlation between those parameters and P-Q control dynamic performance. However, they did
not calculate any indexes that quantify control performance for different sets of parameters, neither
produced any qualitative signals that indicate in which sense one performance is better than another.
The authors of [14], use errors between P-Q dynamic performance and active and reactive power set
points in order to improve control properties. However, they do not examine if there is any correlation
between those errors and some kind of P-Q control performance benchmarking. In [15], a closed loop
state-space model is used for the interpretation of active power oscillations, observed during P-Q
control coupling for load sharing DGs. Although this work draws a connection between control input
disturbances and transient performance, it does not specify the way this connection can be formulated
in order to be used for performance assessment or comparison between performances. Finally, in [16],
the authors formulate coupling as a function of control parameters. However, the calculation is valid
only for a specific control method, assuming known network and control parameters, and does not
provide any qualitative indexes for the comparison of similar magnitudes of coupling resulting from
different sets of control parameters.

The main contribution of this work can be summarized to the following points:

• Development and demonstration of a specific control testing methodology that produces
measurable indexes for the most important coupling characteristics of the control approach.

• Exploitation of these indexes for more accurate comparison between methods; i.e., not only
assessing if a control method achieves some level of decoupling, but also how well this
decoupling works.

• The suggested methodology is indifferent of converter technology and control approach as it is
based on experimental measurements of provoked disturbances, which means that DG control
specifications could be based on some or a combination of those indexes in the future.

• Coupling assessment is an important procedure, especially in distribution level application, due to
the resistive nature of low voltage grids. An index-based measurable coupling assessment will be
a significant tool regarding the investigation of the suitability of both software (control methods)
and hardware (converter technology) in grid-connected applications. The proposed methodology
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about coupling evaluation could act as a guideline about the control method and the suitability of
the technology used in each application.

• The proposed coupling assessment method allows users to safely evaluate their setup performance
with respect to coupling, before the beginning of the actual application. Thus, this paper should
be considered as a first step towards the standardization of software and hardware adequacy
(in terms of power coupling) in distribution level applications.

It should be clarified that this work does not provide any novel control method for P-Q coupling
alleviation in distribution grids. Moreover, it is not the scope of the paper to determine which method or
converter topology is most suitable regarding lower P-Q coupling in distribution network applications.
The main scope of this work is to provide users with a robust tool regarding the secure and reliable
evaluation of different control methods efficiency to tackle P-Q coupling in distribution level.

The remaining of this paper is structured as follows: in Section 2, the reason for with the P-Q
decoupling control used on traditional generation units connected to transmission networks cannot be
directly used for DG is briefly explained. Then, the importance of the DG units to mimic, as closely as
possible, the P-Q control behavior of larger generation units connected to transmission networks is
illustrated. The assessment indexes calculated from the suggested methodology in Section 3, actually
describe the level of mimicking achieved by the control approach of the DG converter. In Section 4,
the methodology is experimentally tested on a series of different power control approaches implemented
on a low power converter connected to a distribution grid. Finally, conclusions about the efficiency of
the suggested methodology to assess P-Q coupling, together with possible future extensions of this
work, are included in Section 5.

2. P-Q Decoupled Control

The power flow from any generator to an infinite bus via a feeder is described by the following
set of equations:

P =
[(

E·V· cos∆−V2
)
· cosθ+ E·V· sin∆· sinθ

]
/Z, (1)

Q =
[(

E·V· cos∆−V2
)
· sinθ− E·V· sin∆ cosθ

]
/Z, (2)

where E/∆ and V/00 are the generator and infinite bus voltage phasor, respectively, and Z/θ is the
impedance of the feeder. The infinite bus voltage and the feeder impedance are assumed to be constant;
a reasonable assumption for the timeframe of the analysis and measurements of the suggested method.

For a transmission line, θ ≈ 90◦, so Equations (1) and (2) are approximated by
Equations (3) and (4), respectively.

P = (E·V/Z)· sin∆, (3)

Q = (E·V/Z)· cos∆−
(
V2

)
/Z. (4)

Since ∆ is generally small, sin∆ ≈ ∆ and cos∆ ≈ 1, so Equations (3) and (4) can be approximated
further by Equations (5) and (6), respectively.

P ≈ (E·V/Z)·∆, (5)

Q ≈ V·(E−V)/Z. (6)

Equation (5) describes a stronger dependence of P from ∆ than P from E. The deviation of E from
the nominal value is kept relevantly small (for operating purposes), so its impact on P is practically
insignificant in comparison with ∆. Therefore, it can be assumed that EV/Z can be approximated by a
constant in Equation (5), making P proportional to ∆. On the other hand, Q is clearly a proportional
function of E according to Equation (6). The linear relationships P(∆) and Q(E) are the foundation of
traditional power control of large generation units connected to the transmission network. It is called
“decoupled P-Q control”, because each power component can be controlled independently. A change
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of generator’s mechanical input changes the rotational speed and ∆, thus, affecting mainly output P.
A change of generator’s voltage, by changing field current of synchronous generators, mainly affects
output Q. Decoupled control is also assisted by the much bigger time constant of the P(∆) control loop,
mainly due to the physical inertia existing to the prime mover of the generator and the generator itself.

In practice, simple droop functions are used for the implementation of the independent control of
each power component. In Equation (7), as long as there is a difference between requested (Pset) and
measured (Pm) generated P, a proportional difference is created between targeted (fset) and measured
(fm) frequency of the generator. Similarly, in Equation (8), a difference between requested (Qset) and
measured (Qm) generated Q, causes a proportional difference between targeted (Eset) and measured
(Em) generation voltage.

fm − fset = Kp·(Pm − Pset), (7)

Em − Eset = KQ·(Qm −Qset), (8)

where KP and KQ are positive constants expressing the requested speed of recovery for P and Q,
respectively. They are empirically limited to values less than 5%, so that the speed of recovery does not
create control stability issues.

However, this control approach cannot be directly applied on distribution grids, simply because
the assumption θ ≈ 90◦, which simplified Equations (1) and (2) to Equations (3) and (4) does not
hold. This means that P and Q remain functions of both f and E and the control cannot be so easily
“decoupled”. However, rotating generators in distribution grids have to mimic the control response of
their larger counterparts, in order to maintain compatible operation during sudden load or generation
changes. Furthermore, similar P control among all generation units assists the appropriate response to
economic dispatch [17]. Q-V control also has to be applied system-wide, even if it may have different
objectives on transmission and distribution level: maintaining voltage stability [18] and reducing
reactive power flows [19], respectively.

Research efforts do consider the physical coupling between power components in distribution
grids, but focus on developing control methods which make DGs respond as closely as possible to their
larger rotating counterparts in transmission networks. The purpose of this paper is not to develop new
control methods, neither to compare nor to validate existing methods. This paper aims to provide
an assessment tool that can quantify the distance between the response of any DG power converter
and the control target set by the required P(f )−Q(E) decoupling described above. In the next section
the theory for calculating a set of indexes for this purpose is presented, which can be calculated in
simulation or experimental environment.

3. Assessment Indexes

In this Section, four indexes will be calculated for the level of decoupling achieved by any DG
converter control method. The first two assess the ability of the converter to mimic the P(f ) and Q(E)
relationship observed by synchronous generators connected to transmission networks. Essentially,
these indexes evaluate in what extent the tested control method follows the almost ideally decoupled
behavior of transmission level rotating generators. As explained in Section 2, as closely to linearity
the P(f ) and Q(E) relationships are, the better the level of decoupling is. The last two estimate the
impact that a change of the one power component has on the other (i.e., measure the change that a
reactive power alteration will bring to active power and vise-versa). Ideally, a change in one power
component will not affect the other. Thus, the smaller these indexes are the better the performance
of the tested method is regarding P-Q coupling. All indexes are calculated assuming that perfectly
decoupled control would accurately mimic the response of synchronous generators connected to
transmission networks.
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3.1. Index for the Assessment of P(f) Relationship

If the converter control achieves perfect decoupling between control quantities, as in transmission
networks, then Equation (5) is valid. An alteration of ∆will cause a proportional change to P:

∆P = E·V·∆∆/Z. (9)

Since, perfect mimicking of control requires identical response, Equation (7) also holds. Therefore,
an error input eP = Pm−Pset, at time t would cause a proportional deviation of generation frequency by
∆f = fm−fset:

∆ f (t) = Kp·eP(t) (10)

However, the integration of f in time creates an angle ∆. If f changes by ∆f, ∆ is also expected to
change by ∆∆:

2π
∫

f (t)dt = ∆ ⇒ 2π
∫
∆ f (t)dt = ∆∆. (11)

By substituting ∆f in Equation (11) with Equation (10), and replacing ∆∆ in Equation (9):

∆P = (2π·KP·E·V/Z)
∫

eP(t)dt. (12)

Now, assuming that the time frame Ts between the measurement of ep and the control decision is
small (e.g., the sample time of a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) implementing the control method) the
resulting ∆P can be calculated as below:

∆P = AP·eP, where AP = 2π·KP·E·V·Ts/Z (13)

Please note that, since π, Kp, E, V and Z are constant, AP is also constant, as long as there is perfect
decoupling (i.e., E is not affected by ∆P). Therefore, if we measure several different values of ep at the
input of the controller and the resulting values of ∆P at the converter’s output, we expect the plot of
the pairs to lie in a linear zone with slope given by Equation (13). On the contrary, scattered pairs of
values mean either that power coupling is strong (E is affected by ∆P) and/or the assumption that P is
proportional to ∆ is not strong (see Section 2). However, the value of AP is not known, as the internal
structure of the controller (expressed here roughly by KP) is also considered unknown. Thus, the slope
of the expected plot is also not known in advance.

We suggest the following methodology for the calculation of an index that quantifies the level of
controller’s success to mimic P(f ) relationship noticed at generators connected to transmission level,
even if the control method is unknown. Under normal operating conditions, i.e., no significant grid
voltage disturbances or outages, we first plot the (ep, ∆P) pairs for a wide range of ep values. Then we
use linear regression to define a line that best fits those pairs. The calculation of the averaged norm of
residuals (NoRavP), defined as the norm of residuals divided by the number of pairs, gives an index
for the P(f ) performance of the controller. The closer the value of NoRavP is to zero, the better the
mimicking of the P(f ) response of a synchronous generator connected to a transmission network is and
vice versa. Thus, the index NoRavP will be calculated as:

NoRavP =
[∑N

i=1

√(
∆P2

m,i −∆P2
l,i

)]
/N, (14)

where ∆Pm,i is the measured active power change at converter output for the respective ep,i and ∆Pl,i is
the calculated active power change at converter output from the linear regression for the same ep,i, for
a number N of measurements (i).

However, we have to emphasize that this index cannot provide a signal whether the imperfectness
of P(f ) control is due to the inefficiency of the controller to maintain a linearity on P(∆) or decouple E
and P. The distinction is assisted by the additional indexes calculated in Section 3.3.
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3.2. Index for the Assessment of Q(E) Relationship

Assuming perfect decoupling between control quantities makes Equation (6) valid for the ideal
Q(E) controller. Changing E will cause a proportional change to Q:

∆Q = V·∆/Z⇔ ∆E = Z·∆Q/V (15)

Ideally, controller’s response should follow Equation (8). An input error eQ = Qm − Qset, would
cause a deviation to output voltage by ∆E = Em − Eset:

∆ = Kp·eQ (16)

By substituting ∆E in Equation (15) by Equation (16) and solving with respect to ∆Q:

∆Q = AQ·eQ, where AQ = KQ·V/Z (17)

AQ is constant (because KQ, V and Z are constant) assuming perfect decoupling, i.e., f is not
affected by ∆Q. As with the analysis for the P(f) relationship, if we measure different values of eQ
at the input of the controller and the resulting values of ∆Q at converter’s output, we expect the
plot of the pairs to lie in a linear zone with slope given by Equation (17). Otherwise, either power
coupling is strong (f is affected by ∆Q) and/or the assumption that Q is proportional to E is not strong
(see Section 2). As with AP, the exact value of AQ is not known, thus, the expected slope is also not
known in advance.

The suggested methodology for the calculation of an index that quantifies the level of controller’s
success to mimic Q(E) relationship found in transmission networks, is similar to the one suggested for
P(f ). Under normal operating conditions we first plot the (eQ, ∆Q) pairs for a wide range of eQ values.
Then we use linear regression to define a line with a slope that best fits those pairs. The calculation of
the averaged norm of residuals (NoRavQ) gives an index for the Q(E) performance of the controller.
The closer the value of NoRavQ is to zero, the better the mimicking of the Q(E) response of a synchronous
generator connected to a transmission network is and vice versa. Thus, the index NoRavQ will be
calculated as:

NoRavQ =
[∑N

i=1

√(
∆Q2

m,i −∆Q2
l,i

)]
/N, (18)

where ∆Qm,i is the measured reactive power change at converter output for the respective eq,i and ∆Ql,i
is the calculated reactive power change at converter output from the linear regression for the same eq,i,
for a number N of measurements i.

As with NoRavP, NoRavQ cannot provide information whether poor Q(E) control performance
is due to poor linearity of Q(E) or decoupling between f and Q. That is why additional indexes are
calculated in Section 3.3.

3.3. Indexes for Coupling Assessment of P with Q and Q with P

In the previous subsections two assessment indexes for the capability of the controller to mimic
the P(f ) and Q(E) control of generators connected to transmission networks were defined. However,
it was stressed that bad indexes may be the result of either power coupling or lack of linearity between
control input and output. In this subsection a methodology for the calculation of two more indexes
that quantify the extent that each factor affects controller’s performance are suggested.

Both new indexes measure the level of power coupling suffered by the controller under assessment.
Having this information, the extent of non-linearity for P(f ) and Q(E) control, using the information
provided by the previous two indexes for the overall performance of the controller can be determined.
For an ideal controller a disturbance at one power component should not have any impact to the other,
assuming a decoupled and steady state operation before the disturbance. We can measure the level of
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imperfection for any controller if we cause disturbances only at one power component and measure
the impact on the other.

Actually, no additional tests should be run on the converter, because the data provided during the
calculation of NoRavP and NoRavQ can be used. More specifically, by making step changes to Pset and
keeping Qset constant, we monitor ep and ∆P for the calculation of NoRavP, but we also monitor the
impact ep has on eQ because of control coupling. The RMS value of eQ averaged by the number of data
points provides an index (SeQ) of how much P affects Q due to control coupling. Similarly, index SeP is
an index of how much Q affects P, and it can be calculated during NoRavQ evaluation by step changes
of Qset.

3.4. Conditions for Secure and Reliable Calculation of Indexes

The purpose of this subsection is to clarify the test procedure required for the calculation of the
aforementioned indexes. The procedure does not require any knowledge about the control method
or parameters used by the converter. It actually measures the response differences between the
converter under assessment and an ideal converter behaving as a synchronous generator connected to
a transmission network. Specifically, assessment indexes (NoRavP, NoRavQ, SeQ, SeP) are calculated
according to the response of the converter to the control inputs, only. This response is compared
to an ideal, perfectly decoupled response, formulated in Equations (9)–(13) and Equations (15)–(17),
which also does not require any knowledge of the control approach under assessment. However, the
assessment process requires access to controller’s power set points (to create disturbances) and input
signals (to measure response).

It must be emphasized, that controller’s response depends on the properties of the system, where
the converter is connected. For example, simple droop control may present as good indexes as any
sophisticated control, when the converter supplies power to a highly inductive line. The superiority
of better control will be measurable if tested on a common distribution grid (line R >> X). Therefore,
if different converters or different controllers on the same converter have to be assessed it must be
done under the same conditions. All assessment tests have to be run on the same or similar feeder and
when there are no significant grid disturbances at the time of assessment. Practically, it cannot be said
that one control is better than the other, if the conditions are not first specified.

Furthermore, a strong power source has to supply the required power; for example, a regulated dc
power supply must be the dc source for a dc/ac grid-connected inverter. Otherwise, supply-oriented
disturbances, caused by RES volatility or V-I dependence, may change the impact of control-initiated
disturbances. The instruments used for the measurement of electric quantities must be appropriate
for the quality of supply during tests. Higher harmonics may affect readings on inappropriate power
measuring equipment. The same method of measurement (e.g., for the calculation P) and, if possible,
the same measuring equipment must be used across different assessments.

Finally, the disturbances to the input of each controller must be identical (in terms of magnitude
and timing) between tests for different controllers, so that the comparison of results is possible. Due to
the existence of coupling, bigger disturbances of one power component are expected to create bigger
disturbances to the other and vice versa. Therefore, the controllers must be stressed with the same
disturbances of power components in order to get comparable indexes.

Here, it should be clarified that this work aims towards the evaluation of different control methods
regarding their coupling performance. Therefore, converter technology is kept constant throughout
the experiments. Nevertheless, the proposed method does not rely on a specific converter technology
and it should provide reliable conclusions regarding power coupling even when different converter
technologies are compared. The verification of the proposed method’s accuracy under different
converter technologies will be the scope of future research.
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4. Experimental Verification

In the previous Section, the suggested indexes have been calculated and their assessment properties
have been described. The purpose of this Section is double: (a) to demonstrate, in practice, how
these indexes can be calculated for a power converter and (b) to validate the assessment properties of
the indexes, by matching P-Q control coupling expected from calculated indexes with “traditional”
engineering sense for coupling. In order to achieve it, first, the experimental setup (source, converter,
grid), including a summary of converter operation, will be briefly described. Then, three basic P-Q
control decoupling methods will be assessed by calculating the suggested indexes. Finally, the coupling
properties (or their absence) observed during abrupt power changes for each control method, will be
interpreted using the calculated indexes.

4.1. Experimental Setup

In this work, the suggested assessment indexes using the setup presented in Figure 1 are
experimentally verified. The description of converter’s elements, grid characteristics and local load at
the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) are included in Table 1. A 250 V/10 A laboratory power supply
plays the role of VDC. A dc power supply was used in this work for simplicity reasons. However,
the proposed coupling evaluation methodology does not depend on the nature of the dc source.
Therefore, the generality of the obtained results and the conclusions derived by them will not be
significantly affected by the dc source. It is expected that even in the case of intermitted dc source
at converter input (PV array, wind turbine, etc.) the resulting conclusions about the performance of
the tested control methods will not be affected. In addition, grid resistance and inductance values
match the ones of the local distribution grid and have been estimated according to experimental
measurements [20]. As a result of the relatively high dc voltage level, a step-up transformer is not
necessary. Instead, a 1:1 isolation transformer is used for safety reasons
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Table 1. Values of the setup characteristic elements.

Quantity Symbol Value/Model

Buck-boost converter inductance Lin 1 mH

Buck-boost converter capacitance Cin 10 µF

Buck-boost converter switching frequency fbb 20 kHz

Inverter Switching frequency finv 50 Hz

Grid line inductance Lg 1.187 mH

Grid line resistance Rg 1.35 Ω

Buck-boost converter IGBT Sin FGL35N120

Inverter IGBTs S1 − S4 FGL35N120

Buck-boost converter diode Din DSEI60-10A
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VDC is fed to a buck-boost converter that operates at high frequency (here, 20 kHz). Buck-boost
output voltage is a rectified sine waveform, having the same RMS value and frequency with grid
voltage (230 V, 50 Hz). A detailed description of the modulation technique can be found in [21],
which also allows harmonic current and voltage compensation. This voltage is fed to the full-bridge
polarity swapping inverter that operates at grid voltage frequency. Inverter operation in low frequency
is one of the major advantages exhibited by this topology, as it combines low harmonic content along
with low switching losses [22]. Of course, neither converter technology nor modulation technique
affects the calculation methodology of the assessment indexes (see Section 3).

4.2. Power Control Methods under Assessment

As it has already been underlined, the calculation of the assessment indexes is indifferent of
the power control method used. Therefore, the indexes will be calculated for three control methods:
conventional droop control, power transformation matrix and power transformation matrix with
virtual resistor (this last hybrid method is fully explained in [23]). All control methods were designed
with the MATLAB/Simulink platform and were implemented by the TI f28377d control card of the
converter, using the setup describe in Section 4.1.

Figure 2 presents a generic flowchart that can accommodate all three power control methods
under assessment. Measured converter voltage (Vm) and current (Im) are the inputs. Using these
measurements active (Pm) and reactive power (Qm) are calculated as: Pm = Vm × Im × cosθ and Qm

= Vm × Im × sinθ, where θ is the phase between the voltage and current fundamental components.
Thus, it should be mentioned that reactive power control refers only to the control of the fundamental
component of the reactive power. The calculated active (Pm) and reactive (Qm) power pass through
a low pass filter that creates a larger time constant for the P(f ) control loop, in order to assimilate
the dynamics of a synchronous generator (see Section 2). Filter output is subtracted from the set
values (Pset, Qset), so that the input error is calculated for the controller (Perr, Qerr). Given a specific
rotation angle, a transformation matrix converts the actual error Perr, Qerr to the modified error perr, qerr.
This is the input to a conventional droop controller, which converts perr, qerr to deviations of converter
frequency (∆f ) and voltage amplitude (∆V) from the measured grid values (fg, Vg). At the last stage,
a virtual resistor Rvirt creates a virtual voltage drop ∆Vv, which is proportional to Im. The resulting
voltage signal is the one used for the modulation of the output voltage of the converter (Vmodul).

With appropriate configuration of parameters, we can get all three control methods from the same
generic flowchart. Setting Rvirt , 0 and a non-zero rotation angle we get the control method of the
Power Transformation Matrix with Virtual Resistor (PTMVR). If we short-circuit the virtual resistor
(Rvirt = 0), then ∆Vv = 0 and the flowchart depicts the Power Transformation Matrix (PTM) control
method. If we also set the rotation angle of the transformation matrix equal to zero, then the rotation
matrix has no effect on the error signals (Perr = perr and Qerr = qerr) and the control is simplified to
traditional droop.

Droop characteristics remain unchanged for all control methods. Specifically, KP = 0.0024 and KQ
= 0.00011 (see Equations (7) and (8), respectively) for a DSP sample time of 0.0001 s. Table 2 contains
the parameter settings for the control methods under assessment. It can be noticed that the control
method of the PTMVR will be tested with two different sets of rotation angles and resistor values; the
first one matches the characteristics of the grid, whereas, the second is randomly selected. For a more
detailed description of each control method, please refer to the relevant literature mentioned in the
introduction and references included within.
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Figure 2. Generic flowchart for the power control methods under assessment.

Table 2. Configuration parameters of control methods under assessment.

Method Rotation Angle (◦) Rvirt (Ω)

Droop 0 0

PTM 64 0

PTMVR (matching grid) 88 10

PTMVR (random) 79 20

4.3. Experimental Process for the Calculation of Assessment Indexes

As it was explained in detail in Section 3.4, all indexes are calculated by measuring the impact
of disturbances at controller’s input set values on power output. Figure 3a presents the disturbance
pattern of eP by periodic step changes of Pset between Pmin = 381 W and Pmax = 508 W every ∆tP s,
while Qset was kept constant (0 Var). The choice of Pmin and Pmax is arbitrary. However, their difference
has to be sufficiently small, so that even strongly coupled power control can be assessed, but the
process itself cannot lead to instability. ∆tP depends on control speed and it is selected so that Pm

barely reaches Pset (eP = 0) before Pset changes again. This way the controller is permanently under
disturbance conditions. Here, the control loop is implemented on a DSP, where a disturbance eP in the
current cycle (t) causes an alteration of real and reactive power, which is measurable in the next cycle
(t + 1/fg). This means that two pairs are practically recorded every cycle in the form:

[eP(t),∆P(t)] = [Pm(t)-Pset(t),Pm(t + 1/fg)-Pm(t)] for NoRavP and

[eP(t),eQ(t)] = [Pm(t)-Pset(t),Qm(t + 1/fg)-Qset(t)] for SeQ

Similarly, Figure 3b presents the disturbance pattern of eQ by periodic step changes of Qset between
Qmin = −63 Var and Qmax = 63 Var every∆tQ s, while Pset was kept constant at 508 W. These disturbances
allow recording of pairs in the form:

[eQ(t),∆Q(t)] = [Qm(t)-Qset(t),Qm(t + 1/fg)-Qm(t)] for NoRavQ and

[eQ(t),eP(t)] = [Qm(t)-Qset(t),Pm(t + 1/fg)-Pset(t)] for SeP

The test procedure for all control methods lasted 90 s for real power disturbances and 90 s for
reactive power disturbances. That amount of time gives a total of 90 s/20 ms = 4500 pairs of values for
the calculation of each assessment index. Increasing the time of the test procedure beyond 90 s did not
improve the calculated indexes significantly.
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4.4. Assessment Results

A properly tuned power controller is expected to present both linear response and decoupled power
components during disturbances (see Section 3). This assumption is verified from the experimental
calculation of the assessment indexes for the power control methods under assessment (see Section 4.2).
Figure 4 presents the plot of [eP(t), ∆P(t)] pairs recorded for the PTMVR method configured properly
in order to match grid characteristics. Linear regression of this data gives the straight line drawn on
the same plot with NoRavP = 0.097. Figure 5 contains the same type of data, this time for conventional
droop control. Clearly, plotted pairs are scattered in a much greater distance from the regression line,
giving a much higher/worse NoRavP = 0.178. Figures 6 and 7 are the plots of [eQ(t), ∆Q(t)] pairs for
the properly configured PTMVR method and conventional droop control, respectively. Again, linear
regression provides a much better NoRavQ for the PTMVR method (0.026 vs. 0.086 for droop control).

The NoRavP and NoRavQ indexes verify the expected superior power control performance of the
PTMVR method for converters connected to distribution grids. The indexes show that it imitates the
P(f ) and Q(E) response of a synchronous generator connected to a transmission network much better
than conventional droop control.

However, it is not clear how strong the coupling factor is for each of the two control methods.
According to the arguments presented in Section 3.3, SeP and SeQ indexes are expected to signify
how strong coupling exists between the power components. Figures 8 and 9 contain the [eP(t), eQ(t)]
pairs recorded for the PTMVR method with appropriate configuration and conventional droop control,
respectively. From these plots it can be calculated that SeQ = 4.0 for the PTMVR method, a couple
of orders lower than SeQ = 104.5 for droop control. Figures 10 and 11 contain the [eQ(t), eP(t)] pairs
recorded for the two methods. It can be calculated that SeP = 5.3 for the PTMVR method and SeP = 37.5
for droop control.

A comparison between SeQ and SeP indexes for the two methods demonstrates the ability of
those two indexes to depict coupling of power components. Conventional droop control was expected
to suffer from intense coupling when the converter is connected to a distribution grid, thus SeQ and
SeP indexes are much worse.

Table 3 concentrates the aforementioned index values, plus, the index values which have been
calculated for the PTM method and the randomly configured PTMVR method. A comparison of
indexes between methods shows that a method may be better at some indexes, but worse at others.
For example, PTM has better NoRavQ and SeP than PTMVR with random configuration, but it has
worse NoRavP and SeQ. Obviously, there are cases that cannot be judged as better than other, if criteria
are not defined first. The assistance of the indexes is crucial; if we are interested mostly on the P(f )
control loop, we should be focusing at NoRavP and SeQ, whereas, if we are interested on Q(E), we
should be looking mainly at NoRavQ and SeP.
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Table 3. Index values for all control methods under assessment.

Method NoRavP NoRavQ SeQ SeP AVpu

Droop 0.178 0.086 104.5 37.5 9.6

PTM 0.179 0.077 20.4 9.7 2.9

PTMVR (matching) 0.097 0.026 4.0 5.3 1.0

PTMVR (random) 0.108 0.094 8.8 12.0 2.3

Figures 12 and 13 present the response of the converter to large power step changes (200 to 800 W
and −200 to 200 Var) utilizing the PTM and the PTMVR (random configuration) methods, respectively.
This is a typical procedure in the literature, if a control method is to be tested for power coupling.
Just comparing the two figures cannot possibly lead to a straightforward judgment if there is strong
coupling or not for each method and, mostly, a comparison between the two responses cannot provide
a unique answer on which is better. However, changes of Pset have lower impact on Q for the PTMVR
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than the PTM method, which can be verified from the lower SeQ index. The reverse happens for
changes of Qset, where both response of P and SeP index is better for the PTM.
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Weighting factors for each index in a summation or more complicated function could determine
the bias towards some of the assessment indexes. Here, we assumed that all control properties assessed
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by the indexes have equal importance. Thus, each column of indexes in Table 3 is divided with the
lowest/best value found in this column and then the average value of each row of indexes is calculated,
creating a new overall index placed at the last column named AVpu. According to this new index, it
can be verified that the properly configured PTMVR method presents weak power coupling properties,
and the opposite happens for conventional droop control. As expected, PTM and randomly configured
PTMVR have similar overall performance (AVpu = 2.9 vs. 2.3, respectively), so a better look has to be
taken at specific indexes, depending on which criteria are considered more important.

5. Conclusions

This work aimed at specifying indexes for the coupling properties of power control methods used
by converters connected to distribution grids. Four basic indexes were defined, based on a comparison
between the ideal response of a synchronous generator connected to a transmission network and the
control method under assessment. Practical aspects for the calculation of the indexes on real converters
were also discussed. Different methods have been assessed experimentally, and the expected response
has been verified and quantified from the calculated indexes. The indexes have also been proven a
useful tool for the comparison of control methods with different power coupling properties, where
the common approach of large step power disturbances cannot lead to definite conclusions. It is the
target of future work to create a framework that will augment those indexes in a new standard or
even provide the reference values and limits for future specifications on power control coupling of
distribution converters.
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